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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

Civil Action No. G3 0^(0

Casev M. White and Patricia A.
Crimmins

Plaintiffs,

GM Law Finn, LLC; Chantel L.
' J I

Grant; National Legal Staffing 
Support, LLC; Gregory Fishman;
Julie Queler; Kevin Mason; j 
Resolvly, LLC; JG Factor, LLC; P. | 
Benjamin Zuckennan; Berger | 
Singerman, LLP; and John and Jane 
Does Defendants 1-5.

Defendants.

DEFENDANT JULIE OUELER’S PRE-ANSWER MOTION TO 
DIRECT CO-DEFENDANTS TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTS 
NECESSARY TO FILE AN ANSWER

COMES NOW, Defendant Julie Queler (“the movant”), and submit her pre-answer 

motion to direct the co-defendants to provide certain necessary documents critical 

for filing answer to this law suit, and submit as follows:

1. Succinctly stated, Defendant Julie Queler is a majority shareholder of the 

Defendants’ National Legal Staffing Support LLC and Resolvly LLC (the 

“subject LLCs”) holding share to the tune of 52.5%.

Julie Queler
Pro se
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2. Defendant Gregory Fishman (“Defendant Greg”) is the partner of the movant in 

the subject LLCs. Defendant Greg claims to be the manager of the LLCs with 

exclusion of all other shareholders and purportedly runs the day to day affairs 

of the subject LLCs. All the necessary documents including but not limited to 

the operating agreements, the incorporation documents, the board resolutions 

especially pertaining to litigation decisions and appointment of legal counsel, 

and minutes of the meetings etc. remain in sole access of Defendant Greg. The 

movant has no access to the records of the LLC one reason whereof the movant 

is not supposed to be named as personal defendant in presence of corporate veil.

3. In order to prepare a defense for this lawsuit, the movant contacted Defendant 

Greg (email dated October 25 2018 ((thread)) with the request to provide him 

the operating agreement of the LLCs, the board resolutions with respect to 

litigation matters and appointment of legal counsel along with documents 

connected therewith and ancillary thereto, but Defendant Greg not only flatly 

refused to provide the same, on the pretext that the movant has no say in decision 

making of the subject LLCs, but also asked the movant to stay away from the 

matter (email dated October 25 2018 ((thread)) knowing fully well that the 

movant has been named a personal defendant in the subject law suit. And 

whereas, being a majority shareholder of the subject LLCs, it is the duty of 

Defendant Greg to keep the movant abreast of all developments in the operations 

of the subject LLCs and decision making especially with respect to legal 

decisions on the pending and impending litigation.
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4. It is pointed with great concern that Attorney Matt Sarelson has been appointed 

as the Defense Attorney of the subject LLCs without consultation and obtaining 

consent of the movant and any answer or motion filed in this respect by Attorney 

Matt Sarelson will not be a competently filed defense on behalf of the subject 

LLCs as it would be bereft of a positive nod by the movant. This is one of the 

reasons the movant is proceeding pro-se with the Court to get a hearing in order 

to explain the critical situation in the ill-intended and ill-mannered decision 

making of the subject LLCs depriving the movant access to Attorney of her 

choice and to disrupt her due process right guaranteed under the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendment to the constitution.

5. The fact that Attorney Matt Sarelson claims to be the Manger of the subject 

LLCs have made it all the more necessary not to allow him to be the judge of 

his own cause.

6. Attorney Matt Sarelson is fully aware that he is not competently appointed and 

authorized Attorney. For facility of ready reference, an email dated October 24, 

2018, written by Attorney Matt Sarelson to the movant reproduced here under:
s

“I have received numerous emails from Julie directing me to take 

certain actions pursuant to her role as managing member of Backend 

Resolve. Putting aside that I have never represented the entity known 

as Backend Resolve, I am not aware that Julie is the managing member 

of Backend Resolve. So to clarify, my understanding based upon my 

review of the operating agreement for Backend Resolve is that Julie and 

Greg must agree on various "major management decisions" and that 
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other, day to day matters, are handled by Greg. If this is wrong in some 

way, please both of you email to clarify the management issues.”

It is a sheer misconduct and malpractice that Attorney Matt Sarelson admits as 

Counsel with his appointment having no backing of law, authorization and 

legalization.

7. Email communication dated October 18, 2021 between Jeff Smith and 
Attorney Matt Sarelson show that Attorney Matt Sarelson is in the 
possession of the documents but he is adamant not to provide to the 
movant. The aforementioned email is reproduced here under for facility of 
ready reference for the Court:

“History with matt and Greg no documents as stated below in 2018 
by Jeff Smith my attorney on another matter at the time reaching out to 
matt to stop his BS even then. I would have never hire him again and 
Greg and his attorneys know this and Scott Matt states I am a manger 
then, what changed matt?

Matt,

I recommended to Julie that she personally request the documents 
because that is the amicable approach.

The amicable approach is not working in your case, although it is with 
other attorneys.

If you know of any case in Florida or Delaware that supports your 
position that Greg's approval is needed to provide a copy of the 
documents to Julie, please provide the citation.

It is obvious that providing her the documents is not a "major" decision 
requiring approval of Greg Fishman.
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If your position is that Greg Fishman is objecting, then you have a duty 
to inform Julie of that objection.

If such an objection has been made, Julie will promptly have a complaint 
filed against Greg Fishman.

If you know of any case in Florida or Delaware that supports your 
position that there is any attorney-client privilege issue regarding Julie 
or you at Julie's request sending me a copy of the documents, please 
provide the citation.

For your convenience, you may want to consult the 7,000 page, 5- 
volume treatise entitled "Legal Malpractice" that I co-authored for 30 
years.

If there is no objection by Greg Fishman and if the documents are not 
produced by tomorrow, please notify your legal malpractice carrier so 
you do not lose insurance coverage.

Julie will retain counsel in Miami to promptly file a civil action to, 
among other things, compel you to provide a copy of the documents.

Thank you

Jeff Smith
Shareholder
Greenberg Traurig

8. Defendant Greg also handed over all the documents to Attorney Scott B. 

Lieberman who has in his possession all the documents of the movant. The 

Attorney also went on proceeding with the cases though he knew they were not 

competently filed. Attorney Scott represented the LLCs in California.

In email of February 8, 2021 Attorney Scott B. Lieberman, Counsel of the

LLCs in California, wrote the following to the Complainant:
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“No, my decision had nothing to do with what is in (or not in) the 
Operating Agreement. Please refer to my December 2 and December 
11, 2018 emails, the relevant portions of which are set forth 
below. Consistent with my statements last Friday, you need to discuss 

who you have
the Operating Agreement. That is not me.

engaged to advise you aboutthese issues with a lawyer

12/2/18 email: "Based on the conflicting things I’ve heard about
the Operating Agreement, my firm will not be in a position to represent 
National and Resolvly in the pending Grijalva matter unless and until all 
managers of both entities sign our engagement letter indicating 
unanimous consent to engage my firm as counsel on behalf of the 
companies, [para] I would strongly encourage both of you come to a 
consensus as to this important matter very quickly, as there are pending 
deadlines in the lawsuit which must be addressed, as I’ve previously 
discussed with both of vou."

12/11/18 email: "In terms of my statement that I had heard
conflicting things about the Operating Agreement, I was referring to 
Julie’s comments to me that either (1) NLSS and Resolvly required 
unanimous written consent to engage counsel or (2) that the entire 
operating agreement may be invalid for lack of authentic signatures or
lack of member consent to the amended version of the operating 
agreement. I have not rendered any opinion or decision on the validity 
or invalidity of the operating agreement; rather, my email simply sought 
unanimous consent from the two managers to hire my firm as counsel 
(and to waive conflicts of interest among themselves and Greg) in the 
Grijalva lawsuit. I’m glad that you were able to reach the consensus I 
was hoping that you would reach."

The above leaves no room for doubt that Defendant Greg and his team of 

Attorneys know well that they are not competently appointed Attorneys.
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9. The movant is being deprived of huge amount of money and property due to 

hiding of facts, documents, decision making processes and resolutions and other 

documents by Defendant Greg which needs to be stopped by this Honorable 

Court.

10. Without being provided access to all company documents including but not 

limited to the operating agreement, the board resolution about litigation matters 

especially appointment of Attorney Matt Sarelson as the Defense Attorney of 

the subject LLCs, and all the documents connected therewith and ancillary 

thereto, the movant cannot file an effective answer or any other pleading in this 

lawsuit with which she has been served by Court and supposed to answer. Hence 

the movant will be deprived the right of both substantive and procedural due 

process if she is compelled to file an answer to the present law suit with getting 

the documents prayed for.

1 Lit is in the interest of justice that this Honorable Court direct Defendants’ 

National Legal Staffing Support, Resolvly, JG Factor LLCs through the self

proclaimed Manager, Defendant Greg, to provide the operating agreement, the 

board resolutions with respect to litigation matters especially appointment of 

Attorney Matt Sarelson and all documents incidental thereto and connected 

therewith immediately so that the movant may file its defense in Court with full 

documents in hand.

12.It is also in the interest of justice that time for filing an answer/defense to this 

law suit may graciously be extended ex debito justiciae.

For the reasons mentioned above, the movant request the Honorable Court to direct
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Defendants’ National Legal Staffing Support, Resolvly, JG Factor LLCs through 

the self-proclaimed Manager, Defendant Greg, to provide the operating agreement, 

the board resolutions with respect to litigation matters especially appointment of 

Attorney Matt Sarelson and all documents incidental thereto and connected 

therewith immediately so that the movant may file an answer to the lawsuit with 

full documents in hand.

The Court may also be pleased to extend the time ot filing the answer to the law 

suit by the movant pending receipt of the documents as prayed for above.

Respectfully submitted this 22sl day of June, 2021.

/s/ Julie Queler 
Julie Queler 

(Pro se) 
1903 North Swinton 

Delrav Beach, Florida 
33444 

Telephone: 914-250-8898 
ipq01@aol.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served the Plaintiffs and the Defendants in the 
foregoing matter with a copy of the instant pre-answer motion by electronically 
filing with the Clerk of Court or by depositing a copy of the same in the United 
States Mail with sufficient postage to ensure delivery:

Matthew Sarelson
MATTHEW SETH SARELSON.P.A.
Attorneys for Defendants
2100 Ponce de Leon, Suite 1290 Coral Gables,
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Florida 33134 305.773.1952
msarelson@sarelson.com

Joshua S. Horton I Attorney
The Joshua S. Horton Law Firm, PA
Attorneys for Defendants
215 South Olive Avenue, Suite 300-A West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Email: josh@joshuahorton.attorney
Website: joshuahortonlaw.com
Cell: (404) 421-2178

Macy D. Hanson, Esq.
The Law Office of Macy D. Hanson, PLLC 102 First Choice Drive
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
Madison, Mississippi 39110
Telephone: 601-853-9521 
macy@macyhanson.com

fa?P mail1 delivery “e-service” Process Service

Respectfully submitted on 22st day of June 2021

Julie Queler
Pro se

1903 North Swinton
Delray Beach, Florida 33444

Telephone: 914-250-8898
jpq01@aol.com
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IS615 Alton Parkway Suite 250 
/ *

Irvine (A 92618

ulieOne of the problems well have in enforcing this is that Hanson did not sign the agreement as counsel often do to approve as to the form and content 
of it. He will likely claim he is not bound by it - but he is certainly a beneficiary of it. Because it is signed by the parties,
perhaps NLSS and Resolvly would have a claim against the individual plaintiffs, who could then "force" Hanson into the fray, but it is 
not a clean kill against Hanson.

However, the fact that his clients signed the agreement under a representation (Sections 7 & 21) that they were represented by and had the advice of 
counsel with respect to all matters, and the fact that Hanson directly negotiated this agreement for his clients, are great facts for us, and practically 
speaking, he'll have a hard time wiggling out of it.

In response to Julie's request for advise on this, which we can discuss further on our call tomorrow, I've looked at Hanson's post in response to someone 
named "Jeff" on the ClassAction.org website, and I've looked at the two settlement agreements in question: (1) the Confidential Settlement Agreement & 
General Release between NLSS, Resolvly and the plaintiffs in the Ali case, and (2) the Confidential Settlement Agreement between NLSS and Je'Henna 
Williamson in the Williamson case, to determine if Hanson has violated either or both of those agreements.

In the Ali case settlement, there are both "Confidentiality" and "Non-Disparagement" provisions whereby the Parties and their counsel agree as follows:

"8. Confidentiality. As a material condition of this Agreement, the Parties and their counsel expressly agree that except as otherwise expressly provided 
herein or as may be required by applicable law, regulation, court order or order of governmental authority, the settlement reached in this Agreement as 
stated herein, the existence of this Agreement, the terms and/or matters stated in this Agreement, and any documents produced in the Lawsuit by any 
Party (the "Confidential Information") shall remain confidential. The Parties further agree on behalf of themselves and their. . . attorneys ... not to 
disclose, release, or in any manner divulge to any person or entity not a Party to this Agreement, without the express written consent of the other Parties 
hereto, any Confidential Information."

♦ While Hanson did not directly disclose the terms or matters of the agreement, he revealed that there is a settlement when he stated the case was 

dismissed because the defendants settled. This could expose him to a claim for breach of the confidentiality provision of the Ali settlement 

agreement. By the same token, NLSS and Resolvly should likewise be careful to not disclose or reveal any Confidential Information in violation of the 

agreement to avoid a reciprocal claim.

• Williamson Affidavit Despite the fact that the Williamson Affidavit is a matter of public record in the Ali case, Section 8 says that Hanson agreed to 

limit himself with respect to that Affidavit when he agreed that the Affidavit would remain confidential (as it was a "document produced in the 

Lawsuit") and that he would not disclose or release it without our prior written consent. The fact that he attached it as an exhibit to the

new Grijalva complaint is likely a violation of this confidentiality provision. He will try to hide behind the litigation privilege, but he has acted directly 
J

contrary to the agreement he reached.

"9. Non-Disparagement. The Parties, the Defendants and their counsel shall not engage in and/or cause any other person or entity to engage in any 
conduct that involves the making or publishing of disparaging or defamatory statements of any kind or nature whatsoever about any other Party and/or 
any of the Defendants. In addition to the foregoing, the Parties, the Defendants and their counsel shall not issue or cause to be issued any statements, 
including without limitation press releases, website postings, blog postings, articles, billboards and/or advertisements relating to, based upon, arising out 
of, or otherwise in connection with the Parties, the Defendants and/or the Lawsuit, and the Parties, the Defendants, and their counsel shall 
not communicate with any third persons or entities, including, but not limited to, such third persons employed by or acting on behalf of any news media, 
blogs, websites, and/or press entities, relating, to based upon, arising out of, or otherwise concerning the Lawsuit and/or the Parties and/or the 
Defendants.

The Plaintiffs' counsel agrees, to the extent they have control and the ability to do so, to remove any published accounts of the existence of the Lawsuit. 
The Parties, and the Defendants and/or their counsel may respond to any inquiry related to the Lawsuit by stating only that the Lawsuit was amicably 
resolved."

• Hanson's post, which states that "this is a complete scam and all victims of it should talk with an attorney" is certainly disparaging and defamatory, 

in violation of Section 9 of the agreement.

♦ It also violates Section 9 because it is a "website posting ... in connection with the Parties, the Defendants and/or the Lawsuit."

ClassAction.org
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• It is a further violation of Section 9 because it is a communication with a "third person" (Jeff) concerning the Lawsuit and/or the Parties and/or the

* *
Defendants.

• Clearly, Hanson has not taken steps he agreed to take to "remove" published accounts of the Lawsuit but instead fueled that fire, and his post only 

serves as a further advertisement for other "victims" to contact him and Dan Gamez.

• Finally, it appears that his response to the inquiry related to the Lawsuit was to violate Sections 8 and 9 and not limit his comments to stating that 

the Lawsuit was "amicably resolved" as he was obligated to do.

It’s important to note that the settlement agreement contains a "Liquidated Damages" provision (Section 10) which fixes the amount of damages for 
violation of either Section 8 or 9 to a "forfeit and refund of his or her portion of the settlement agreement in question." That amount would either be 
capped at $250,000 (the settlement amount) or less (the 30-40% take that Hanson and Gamez got from that $250,000). There is also a prevailing party 
attorneys' fees provision (Section 16), so any claim against Hanson would allow NLSS and Resolvly to recover their reasonable attorneys' fees in addition 

to the liquidated damages cap.

Also, the agreement contains a "Venue" provision (section 15) such that any action based on a violation of this agreement must be brought in "the 
appropriate court in Palm Beach County, Florida." You would therefore need to retain Florida counsel to pursue Hanson in Florida, but it likewise makes 
Hanson (and potentially Gamez) to answer to it in Florida.

One of the problems we'll have in enforcing this is that Hanson did not sign the agreement as counsel often do to approve as to the 
form and content of it. He will likely claim he is not bound by it - but he is certainly a beneficiary of it. Because it is signed by the 
parties, perhaps NLSS and Resolvly would have a claim against the individual plaintiffs, who could then "force" Hanson into the fray, 
but it is not a clean kill against Hanson.

However, the fact that his clients signed the agreement under a representation (Sections 7 & 21) that they were represented by and 
had the advice of counsel with respect to all matters, and the fact that Hanson directly negotiated this agreement for his clients, are 
great facts for us, and practically speaking, he'll have a hard time wiggling out of it.

In the Williamson case settlement, which is a far shorter and less detailed agreement, there is a provision at Section 2 which says that National Legal 
"releases and covenants not to sue Williamson and her attorneys Macy Hanson and Dan Gamez from all claims raised in the pending litigation." Despite 
that agreement not to sue Hanson, Section 5 states, "Neither Williamson nor her attorneys or agents shall further publish or produce or disseminate the 
Affidavit or any information regarding National Legal or any of its affiliates, owners, agents or employees."

• Hanson appears to have violated Section 5 of this agreement, because he has further published, produced and disseminated the Affidavit by filing it 

in the Grijalva case.

• Hanson also appears to have violated Section 5 of this agreement by communicating on the  website (which is disseminating 

information) regarding National Legal and Resolvly.

ClassAction.org

There is no liquidated damages provision in this agreement, so National Legal could claim a larger amount of damages, if provable. But, there is no 
prevailing party attorneys' fees provision, so those fees would be out of play.

The agreement also contains an exclusive venue provision for Palm Beach Circuit (Florida) so separate counsel would still be required. Like the Ali case 
settlement, this agreement was only signed by the parties and not by the attorneys, thus, we would face a similar challenge from Hanson if we tried to 
enforce this agreement against him. Regardless, it is further evidence of his cavalier disregard of confidentiality and non-disparagement obligations set 
forth in the Ali case settlement.

I look forward to discussing this and other topics for discussion during our call tomorrow, December 27, starting at 2:00 PM eastern.
Thanks,
Scott

Remember:

10.2 20
NLSS and Resolvly filed a complaint along with GM Law firm filed by Matt Serelson in PBC without my knowledge or my consent. 
Scott as per his invoice for December, and his current emails admit to speaking with Matt in October on this topic. He has not 
admitted to December talks and phone conference emails etc. with Matt, albeit I requested the file for December and January' with all 
emails from his Invoices in both months and morc more than 8 times, Scott told me on Friday he sent it over nigh Fed x. I assumed I 
would have the information yesterday, Saturday so I waited and there was no delivery’.

ClassAction.org
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* *

—Original Message—
From: Greg Fishman <gfishman@nationallegalstaffsupport.com>
To:jpq01 <ipq01@aol.com>
Cc: 'bzuckerman@beraersinaerman.com' <bzuckerman@beraersinaerman.corn>: Matthew
Sarelson <msarelson@kvmplaw.com>
Sent: Tue, Oct 9, 2018 2:50 pm
Subject: RE: agreements

There have been no changes to any agreement since the day we opened other than

1. Mark Hughes buy out via you
2. Jon Sabia changes the name of his corp.

NONE do what ever you need to do

Gregory Fishman
ored or retained by anyone

From: Julie Queler
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2019 4:11 PM
To: jpq01@aol.com
Subject: FW: Backend Resolve Operating Agreement

From: Benjamin Zuckerman
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 4:53 PM
To: jpq01@aol.com
Cc: Greg Fishman <gfishman@adebtsolutionllc.com>
Subject: Backend Resolve Operating Agreement

Julie:

You requested a brief synopsis of the principal business points contained in the Backend 
Resolve Operating Agreement (which I understand must be modified to reflect the ownership 
percentage adjustments you have apparently agreed to, but are not yet properly documented). I 
will attempt to provide that synopsis here.

The Operating Agreement is lengthy, but really only has a very limited number of 
business-bargainable provisions; the rest is tax related, accounting related and basic protectiv 
language. The key business points are as follows:

1. Section 1 - Certain Definitions. With 2 important exceptions, these are simply a means 
to clarify language found in other parts of the Operating Agreement. The 2 exceptions 
are (i) the “Managers” are defined as you and Greg; and (ii) “Net Cash” is defined as an 
annualized determination, not a weekly or monthly determination. In my view (and you 
may wish to discuss with Michelle), it would be a serious mistake to attempt something 
shorter than an annualized benchmark. There are just too many bumps along the way, 
and the annual Tax Return must be prepared and will reflect actual “profits.”

2. Section 7 - Distributions. There are 2 distributions made before profits are simply 
distributed pro rata to the Members: (i) under Section 7.1 (ii), “Unreturned Capital 
Contributions” (which is defined in Section 1 as the capital you put in) is returned (paid 
back to you) first; and (ii) under Section 7.1 (iii), the pro rata distribution begins to MLB 
(5%) and W-Twelve (10%) and you (42.5%), but GPF's (42.5%) distributions go to you 
until you have received a total of $400,000 from both your and Greg’s distributable

https://mailaol.com/webmail-std/en-us/DisplayMessage?ws_popup=true&ws__suite=true 1/3
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share. This is the Debt Be Gone pay back you bargained for. Thereafter (once you have

' “ received the $400,000), Section 7.1 (iv) applies, and Greg's entity will receive its 42,5%
pro rata share.

It is also important to note that you (Julie) get to decide when and how much 
distribution to make. You cannot discriminate - after the return of capital provision, 
what's good for 1 is required for all - but you control whether and how much is 
distributed. If you want to create a reserve, you may do so.

3. Section 9 - Management. There are 3 different ways decisions are made: (i) under 
Section 9.3, the Major Decisions listed on page 17 require an 80% favorable vote of the 
Members (here, you and Greg have 85%); (ii) under Section 9.1, the Major Management 
Decisions listed on pages 15, 16 or 17 require the approval of both Managers (currently 
you and Greg); and (iii) all other decisions (the day-to-day stuff) require the approval of 
only 1 Manager (either you or Greg),

4. Section 10 - Transferability. There are 3 basic possible approaches to this issue: (i) a
Member can be absolutely free to transfer its interest to anybody he chooses (a terrible 
idea when the relationship of the Members is important, as is so here); (ii) a Member can
be prohibited from transferring his interest (and often this is softened somewhat by 
allowing transfers to family members or entities in which the Member or its principal has 
an interest); or (iii) there can be a required consent provision, in which case the 
applicable percentage of Members or Managers needed for approval must be stated.
The Backend Resolve Operating Agreement chose the third alternative and
prohibits a transfer without obtaining the approval of Members having at least an
80% interest (and you and Greg have an 85% interest).

5. Exhibit A. This is where the profits interest of each Member is stated.

I hope this is responsive to your request. Thanks. Ben

www.bergersingerman.com

fax:(561)998-0028

P. Benjamin Zuckerman
One Town Center Road | Suite 301 | Boca Raton FL 33486 
office: (561) 241-9500 | direct: (561) 893-8707 
email: bzuckerman@bergersingerman.com 
website: www.bergersingerman.com
doing business in Florida resource: www.flabusinesslaw.com

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This transmission is intended to be delivered only to the named addressee(s) and may contain 
information that is confidential, proprietary, attorney work-product or attorney-client privileged. If 
this information is received by anyone other than the named and intended addressee(s), the 
recipient should immediately notify the sender by E-MAIL and by telephone at the phone number 
of the sender listed on the email and obtain instructions as to the disposal of the transmitted 
material. In no event shall this material be read, used, copied, reproduced, stored or retained by 
anyone other than the named addressee(s), except with the express consent of the sender or the
named addressee(s). Thank you.

Confidentiality & Representation Notice: The information contained in this message may be 
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended
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—-Original Message—
From: jpq01@aol.com
To: Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com <Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com>; josh@joshuahorton.attorney <josh@joshuahorton.attorney>
Cc: msarelson@sarelson.com <msarelson@sarelson.com>: david.ackerman@akerman.com <david.ackerman@akerman.com>;
kevin@kpmlawfirm.com <kevin@kpmlawfirm.com>; jenny@GiovincoTorres.com <jenny@GiovincoTorres.com>; macy@macyhanson.com
<macy@macyhanson.com>
Sent: Tue. Jun 22, 2021 10:47 am
Subject: Re: Scheduling Order Conference Call/Virtual Meeting

To All:

I want to make it clear that the reason for the two lawsuits as far as I know, area direct result of Matt Sarelson’s unethical behavior toward me 
for a scheduled deposition in another Florida litigation in May.

Matt agreed to prepare me for the deposition. Matt also agreed to send me topics that could be part of the deposition’s over the weekend as it 
was Friday. The depositions on Tuesday did not take place because Matt refused to send the agreed upon, much needed and I think not 
unusual request for the topics. Nor did Matt reach out to me regarding his change of mind on the preparation for the deposition.

I have never been in a deposition, so obviously it would be beneficial to me and the companies to have as much preparation as possible. 
Therefore, I had to cancel the deposition on Tuesday. Matt has yet to even acknowledge this harmful behavior towards a member of the LLC. 
One that has a majority share and stake into the companies. One would think that deserves respect. Especially if the companies would be hurt 
by this short sided, amateurish, frat house environment that such trickery exist.

The same day or the next the lawsuits were filed, a very poorly written both factually and structurally article ( below) featuring the litigation 
magically appeared in the article below by Steve Rhodes’ Getoutofdebtguy's publication on line.

I immediately went to assess the damage for myself. I share the attached general report and the assessment of fees to fix the damage this 
caused me.

Quinn Emanuel takes a different approach and philosophy on this topic of reputation management, litigation . Below is a copy of Quinn's crisis 
litigation strategy focus area, and a YouTube of John Quinn on litigation.

"WHAT JULIE YOU SIT AROUND AND GOOGLE YOUR NAME” THAT WAS STEPHEN RESPOSE TO THE ATTACHED REPORT, 
MY EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS AFTERWARDS, AND IN GENERAL ON THIS TOPIC.

CLEARLY QUINN FEELS DIFFERENTLY. I DO NOT BELIEVE JOHN QUINN WOULD STAND ME UP TO A PREPARATION FOR A DEPOSITION.

I MAY BE WRONG. BUT I DOUBT IT.

BTW Quinn has an office now in Miami.

Julie

How to Get Out of Debt with the Get Out of Debt Guy - Steve Rhode - GetOutOfDebt.org 
case-ieaves-littl...

Aug 28, 2018 ... Holy cow! A former Document Specialist Supervisor 
for National Legal’ Staffing Support, Kevin Mason. GM Law Firm, 
a nd Stua rt G oI d berg > u s t ...

affidavit-gm-law-national-legal-staffing-

War of Many Words Between GM Law Firm and Others and Attorney ...
How to Get Out of Debt with the Get Out of Debt Guy - Steve Rhode - GetOutOfDebt.org 
and-others-a...

2021 ... Grant, National Legal Staffing Support. Gregory
<5 Fishman, Julie Queler. Kevin Mason, and Resolvly. In that complaint, 

the court document says:"...

war-of-many-words-between-gm~law-firm-

How to Get Out of Debt with the Get Out of Debt Guy - Steve Rhode - GetOutOfDebt.org 
private-studen... .

National Legal Staffing Support and Resolvly have been added 
as Defendants as well in the amended complaint filed May 2, 2018. 
The allegations made in the ....

gamez-law-firm-files-class-action-settling-
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https://vv\¥iv.youtube.com/vvatch?v=KHKHSmeorOA&ab_channel=TALKSONLAW

Our firm has built its reputation by carving success from long odds in '‘bet the company” litigation, 
are home to the best dispute resolution lawyers in the world. From white collar to antitrust to the er 
range of financial issues and cross-border disputes, we have lawyers around the globe ready to rcsp< 
any challenge. In high stakes matters, things move very fast, and bad news and false news sprei 
literally in minutes. Getting a verdict from a judge or jury can take years, but in the court of public 
opinion, verdicts are rendered almost immediately and can directly affect a company and its leaders 
especially the CEO and the GC—long before the first court hearing.

So great lawyering means a lot more these days than just crafting winning legal strategies. Litigatic 
government scrutiny may be one part of a larger crisis, and the pieces need to be managed together, 
means managing the public trial-—or more often the public media circus—so you don’t lose your 
reputation, your business, or your soon-to-be-filed court case before you've even had a chance to sc 
judge. It means recognizing all the audiences you must effectively communicate with in order to w 
battle: the court and jury, of course; but also the "mainstream" media, the trade press, the bloggers a 
other ‘‘influencers." investor relations in all its forms, your customers, your employees, your compe 
all of w hom arc making decisions in real time when crisis hits.

At Quinn Emanuel, we know crisis management requires a proactive, multi-disciplined approach ar 
have the experience to fight in every arena. It requires not only knowing your business and the law 
also understanding how- the media works, knowing who the opinion-makers are. and sending the rig 
message to the public and to specialized audiences, as well as the courts. When troubles hit. we hit 
ground running. Our lawyers know how to get to the top fast: to find the third parties you need to s 
your case; to build a story or kill it. We work across lime zones, across the world. 24 7. When Los 
Angeles sleeps. Europe wakes up, then New York, Chicago...not to mention Australia and Asia.

When is a crisis really a crisis? When it threatens your company, your CEO. your business, and yot 
relationships. It can begin as an existential threat or just the hint of trouble. A lawsuit can be the cri 
an outgrowth of one. A crisis can be caused by a crazed employee or an act of God. a terrorist strik 
dealer who finds a defect. It can be a massive cyber breach, a multi-pronged government investigat 
come-from-nowhere complaint against your CEO, a disgruntled foriner-employee-tiirned-whistlebk 
a phone call from a regulator, or a sick customer halfway around the world, who could be the first o 
many. ••

You call it a potential disaster. We understand - it could be.

You, or those around you, may be panicking. We call it Tuesday.

We have created a special practice group with attorneys whose bags arc always packed and ready to 
tackle a crisis wherever and whenever.

And we don’t just deal in crises after-the-fact. We can also help you think through pressing corpora 
issues, mitigate risk and develop effective legal and communications strategies before crises occur, 
the ever more visible range of workforce issues making the headlines—from diversity and sexual 
harassment to corporate governance, information leaks and the boundaries of free expression—we z 
ready to bring to bear our broad range of private and public sector experiences to leverage best prac 
provide informed strategic counsel, and develop a persuasive communications and outreach strategy 
will strengthen your brand and impress important stakeholders.

Who We Are

The Crisis Law & Strategy Group operates both in the United States and around the globe because t 
needs are everywhere. With 23 offices worldwide, we will be by your side from beginning to end. 
know what to do, who to call, how to move, what to say. because really, that's what we’ve been doii 
the past two decades. Now we do it in double time around the world. We'd like to meet with you a 
your lop leaders so you know what we do and how we can help.

The group is co-chaired by Founder and Managing Partner. John Quinn, who has built the firm in tc 
global litigation and arbitration powerhouse, in Los Angeles, and Bill Burck in Washington. D.C. (a 
veteran Republican and Bush insider). As described below, they are aided by an impressive team ol 
lawyers and former government officials, who bring decades of experience and contacts to bear.
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What We Do

"How Gast Can You Get to... "

‘■Let's see. I just got back from London. We’ll be there tomorrow/'

As our founder John Quinn says. "We pack our bags and we go." Quinn Emanuel always works as < 
team. You are our clients, not one particular partner's—everyone and anyone, from John Quinn on, 
iumn in as needed to offer advice or deliver a message.

----- Original Message-----
From: jpq01@aol.com
To: Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com <Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com>: josh@joshuahorton.attorney <josh@joshuahorton.attorney> 
Cc: msarelson@sarelson.com <msarelson@sarelson.com>: david.ackerman@akerman.com <david.ackerman@akerman.com>; 
kevin@kpmlawfirm.com <kevin@kpmlawfirm.com>; jenny@GiovincoTorres.com <jenny@GiovincoTorres.corn>: macy@macyhanson.com 
<macy@macyhanson.com>
Sent: Tue. Jun 22, 2021 9:42 am
Subject: Re: Scheduling Order Conference Call/Virtual Meeting

Josh.

Unfortunately I can not be on the conference today.

I am representing myself at this point as you are aware. I have been unable to successfully convince Stephen and Matt that the 53% 
shareholder of the companies has authority. I have requested the court to intervene. One thing I know for sure, it should not be Stephen who 
has that authority7. Unfortunately, it seems, the amicable approach doesn't work with Stephen, although it does work
with all others, therefore, I have reached out to the court with a motion to do so. The motion wae will be in consideration this morning.

Until Stephen is required to produce the documents on the subject, the companies are not represented.

I will follow up later today.

Thank you

Julie 

have not been provided documents needed to participate by Stephen Giovinco. Until authority7 is established with respect to NLSS and Resolvly 
and who is making those decisions is es the companies in legal matters is confirmed, I see no reason for me to attend.

----- Original Message-----
From: Stephen Giovinco <Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com>
To: Joshua Horton <josh@joshuahorton.attorney>
Cc: Matthew Sarelson <msarelson@sarelson.com>; david.ackerman@akerman.com <david.ackerman@akerman.com>; Kevin Mason 
<kevin@kpmlawfirm.com>; jpq01@aol.com <jpq01@aol.com>; Jenny Torres <jenny@GiovincoTorres.com>; Macy Hanson 
<macy@macyhanson.com>
Sent: Mon, Jun 21,2021 11:57 am
Subject: RE: Scheduling Order Conference Call/Virtual Meeting

IO am is good for me if it works for everyone else. Do you have a draft joint report to circulate to the parties in advance for review and consideration.

From: Joshua Horton <josh!aijushuahDrtDn.attorney>
Sent: Monday. June 21,2D2I ll:52 AM
Ta: Stephen Giovinca <Stephen@GiovincoTorres.com>
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1 Cc: Matthew Sarelson <msarelson@sarelson.com>: david.ackerman@akerman.com: Kevin Mason <kevin@kpmlawfirm.com>: jpqOI@aol.com: Jenny Torres <jenny@GiovincoTorres.com>: Macy Hanson 

<macy@macyhanson.com>
Subject:Re: Scheduling Order Conference Call/Virtual Meeting

Pursuant to Court Order, the joint report shall be filed no later than June 23rd. so 1 suggest a time first 
thing in the morning. 9 or 10 am.

Joshua S. Horton I Attorney
The Joshua S. Horton Law Firm. FA
Email: j osha/ j oshuah oil on. at t orne y_

Website: joshuahoilonlaw.com

Cell: (404) 421-2178

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s)and may contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be 
legally protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply 
email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use. dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments 
is strictly prohibited.

On Mon, Jun 21,2021 at 11:47 AM Stephen Giovinco <Stephcn@amvincotorrcs.com> wrote:

I am not available tomorrow. Please propose some times on June 23 that work for everyone's schedules.

Thank you.

Stephen Giovinco, Esq.
Giovinco & Torres, P.A.
1825 NW Corporate Boulevard j Suite 110
Boca Raton. FL 33431
O: 561.952.2624 | F: 561.952.2628 j C: 561.716.0307
S1cphen ..i (fio\ inco lories coin ■ ill r x -a * i-ituiLtinattioetu. -

This e-mail message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and is intended only for the use ol the intended recipient.! si. If the reader ot 
this message is not an intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. Any 
unauthorized disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited.

From: Joshua Horton <:osh@icshuahorton.attornev>
Sent: Friday. June 18,20213:52 PM
To:Matthew Sarelson <msarelson@sare1son.coin>: oavid.ackerman@akerman.com: Kevin Mason <kevini;?Jkpmlawfirm.com>; jpqOkfcaol.cotTi; Jenny Torres <jenny^bioymcoJcrres.LT'P: Stephen Giovinco

<StBphen£GiovincoTorrEs.com>
Subject:Scheduling Order Conference Call/Virtual Meeting

Good afternoon, 

1 see we have some new faces. Welcome.

We have tentatively agreed to a group conferral on the scheduling order (attached) entered by the Court 
for the afternoon of June 22nd. How does 2:30pm EST work for everyone? If you have proposals, 
please circulate and we will do the same. Thank you.

Joshua S, HortonI Attorney
> v'

The Joshua S. Horton Law Firm. PA
Email: joshtaj o sh u a h oito n. att o rn c y

Website: josliuahortonlaw.com
CdL (404) 421-2178
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Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone

-------- Original message---------
From: jpq01@aol.com
Date: 5/21/21 3:14 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Greg Fishman <gfishman@nationallegalstaffsupport.com>
Cc: Jon Sabia <jsabia@nlssco.com>
Subject: Re: Casey M. White and Patricia A.

Matt will be representing me in this.
Tks

Julie

-----Original Message-----
From: Greg Fishman <gfishman@nationallegalstaffsupport.com>
To: Julie Queler <jpq01@aol.com>
Cc: Jon Sabia <jsabia@nlssco.com>
Sent: Thu, May 20, 2021 11:02 am
Subject: Casey M. White and Patricia A.

Julie,
Attached is a copy of the new complaint filed by Hanson in the southern district of 
Florida. Mathew will again be representing the companies. My personal attorney 
Stephen will be representing me.

Gregory P. Fishman
1515 South Federal Hwy. #113
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
g fishman@nationalle g alstaffsu p port.com
License Number - TP21338
Cell (561)-860-2818 
0ffice(561)-404-0066 ext. 801
Fax (866)-219-7237
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